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This book describes different styles and different bits for the control of horses. It describes the
reasons for the differences and should help a horseman pick the most suitable.

From BooklistUnderstanding why horses develop behavioral and training problems starts with a
good basic understanding of horse psychology. As the author, a veterinarian and leading
horseman, states, riding is not truly a sport if unity of mind does not exist between horse and
rider. The modern loss of general "horse knowledge" has contributed to a loss of rapport
between horse and rider, and to a loss of empathy for what a horse is feeling or thinking.
Schramm therefore approaches the correction of vices (ranging from kicking or pulling to
outright lawlessness such as bucking or rearing) with a basic discussion of why the horse has
learned to act out in this manner. No horse is a born wind sucker or biter; they learn these
behaviors through incorrect handling. Schramm's commonsense advice is clearly stated, and
the psychology behind both the vice and its remedy carefully explained. Translated from
German, the book has a European feel; but horse psychology is universal, and genuine
horsemanship is multinational. An excellent selection for libraries with equestrian patrons. Nancy
BentCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reservedReview“An excellent selection
for libraries with equestrian patrons.” -- Booklist“An important text for teen horse lovers and horse
owners.” -- BooklistFrom the PublisherThe Undisciplined Horse clearly guides horse owners
through the complex process of discovering the causes of many behavioral and training
problems. Ulrik Schramm explains that in order to confidently and successfully address
undesirable behavior, it is first necessary to understand both the horse’s character and
instinctual reactions. Once you understand why your horse is head–shy, ways to appropriately
deal with the issue can then be considered. Constructive, commonsense advice is provided on
dealing with kicking, bucking, rearing, and all manner of other vices and deeply–ingrained
habits. This unique reference work is distinguished by the author’s extensive knowledge of
horses and horsemanship and by his desire to develop a more understanding and genuine
partnership between horse and rider. The late Ulrik Schramm was a German veterinary surgeon
as well as an accomplished horseman.An Equestrian Edge Book Club Main SelectionFrom the
Inside FlapThe Undisciplined Horse clearly guides horse owners through the complex process
of discovering the causes of many behavioral and training problems. Ulrik Schramm explains
that in order to confidently and successfully address undesirable behavior, it is first necessary to
understand both the horse s character and instinctual reactions. Once you understand why your
horse is head shy, ways to appropriately deal with the issue can then be considered.
Constructive, commonsense advice is provided on dealing with kicking, bucking, rearing, and all
manner of other vices and deeply ingrained habits. This unique reference work is distinguished



by the author s extensive knowledge of horses and horsemanship and by his desire to develop
a more understanding and genuine partnership between horse and rider. The late Ulrik
Schramm was a German veterinary surgeon as well as an accomplished horseman.An
Equestrian Edge Book Club Main SelectionAbout the AuthorThe late Ulrik Schramm was a
German veterinary surgeon as well as an accomplished horseman.Read more
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A. Lewis, “Tom Roberts review. I was delighted to find another copy of the Tom Roberts book. I
have a copy of my own, but would like to give copies to my daughters, who also ride and train
horses. Much of what Roberts wrote, I have found very useful in my work with the horses..”

Scot Macgregor, “Learn from every page. This is a short book that talks about hand pressure
and the design of the mouth of the horse. It covers how the bit works in the horse's mouth and
how the bit rests on the bars of the mouth. If you want to ride your horse better this book is the
best first book to read out there. I have been a profesional trainer winning over 35 National
Championships with horses that I have trained and I based my training on Tom Roberts 4 books.
I hope for the sake of the horse world that these books will be reprinted.”

Pegasus, “This Book should be COMPULSORY Reading for All Horse People!. This is an
amazing and enlightening book on horse bitting.Tom goes into all the differences of the different
types of bits available. Choice of bit is covered, distractions and abnormalities than can cause
trouble with bitting. There is a chapter on For and Against the Snaffle, proportions and shapes
of the curb, curb chains and fitting, tongue-over-the-bit and so much more.It is an eye-opener
even to the experienced.Toms inscription inside my copy reads: "May this book prove helpful
and lead to happy hours with your horses".  It certainly has!
  
Horse Control and the Bit”

Nordic Jasmine, “Great book with a lot of common sense wisdom with .... Great book with a lot
of common sense wisdom with regards to horses, riding and equipment. Wish all Tom Roberts
books were available in reprints.”

The book by Monte Foreman has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 5 people have provided feedback.
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